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Lead Award: Photographer Andrea Grützner

Polenz is a village on the eastern border of Germany where the inn, “Zum 
Erbgericht,” still exists. The Erbgericht’s history begins in the  
Middle Ages. During those times a village head was granted full  
jurisdiction of  the Erbgericht along with slaughtering and brewing rights 
of the village. Continuing the tradition of the former caretakers of the  
Erbgerichts created in 1898, the mighty building is now in its fifth  
generation of family ownership. Andrea Grützner grew up near the  
Erbgerichts and it has played an important role in her childhood  
memories.  She has never fully shared those memories, yet over the years 
they have followed her. You look at the history of this house, the events, 
the tea dances, the festivals, the balls and the country screenings. In the 
past the horses pulled sheets of ice from the village pond to the basement 
of the inn. The woman passed liquid wax with a goose wing on the floor of 
the banquet hall. The wars that have been processed under this roof.

Andrea Grützner created a chronicle of “Zum Erbgericht” in the village of 
Polenz on the eastern Germany border, where part of her family still lives. 
A chronicle in words and in pictures. She could have created black and 
white photos of fire crews, butchers, women with large aprons - and could 
depict the house as whole with the flower boxes, the old stable, the  
bowling alley, the antlers and boar skins on the wall, the billiard room, and 
the breakfast buffet. However, the young photographer has done  
something else: She has captured the maze of memories, both her own and 
others, at all angles through the stairs, the passageways and fading  
patterns on the wall  into images of dissolving illusions. Is it a real place? 
An abstraction? The functional reality of the rooms in this old building 
were not a priority, says Andrea Grützner. She searched metaphors to  
describe her feeling of walking through the house with a mixture of  
fascination with and alienation. She works with shadows, created with 
colored flashes. The metaphor of the shadow continues, the shadow is 
similar to memories - because it doubled, provoked, deconstructed. How 
exactly does one show as spell that has been casted upon them? The  
photographer says: “the spell is magic, enchantment, Un-knowledge,  
Un-security.” And a secret hiding place. An illusion.

Silver at the Lead Awards 2015

A young photographer, an old village inn-and a very unusual image idea 


